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the racial economy of science
One of them is the fintech industry’s problem with race. Following the Black
Lives Matter protests over the past year, some commentators once again
turned their attention to this perennial problem,
fintech’s problem with race
The Black Voices for Black Justice Fund today announced its third round of
awardees, including Black leaders in Chicago, Charlotte, Los Angeles,
Miami, Orlando, Philadelphia, Seattle and Washington,
black voices for black justice fund announces third round of awards
to expand the impact of black activists advancing racial justice
Racism is at the core of the extractive, exploitative and inequitable
economic system we live under — a system that, if unchanged, is
incompatible with a just transition to a clean energy future,
an environment of anti-racism is how we win
A new study investigated the impact of Airbnb's algorithm on racial

disparities among Airbnb hosts. Adopting the tool narrowed the revenue
gap between White and Black hosts considerably, but because
can an ai algorithm mitigate racial economic inequality? only if more
black hosts adopt it
COP26 President-Designate addresses CEOs at Business 7 Summit,
welcoming new sign-ups to Race to Zero campaign and urging others to
follow their lead: Ladies and gentlemen, it is a pleasure to speak
embracing the possibilities of our green future
AsiaOne has launched EarthOne, a new section dedicated to environmental
issues — because we love the planet and we believe science. Find articles
like this there.Hydrogen is touted as an inevitable
too cold to handle? race is on to pioneer shipping of hydrogen
Designate, Alok Sharma, will call on businesses around the world to take
action to address climate change as the Business 7 Summit convenes later
today
business and industry leaders urged to accelerate climate action and
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seize opportunities of net zero
WASHINGTON— More than 650 national advocacy and grassroots groups
sent a letter today calling on Congress to develop a truly clean, renewable
and just energy standard for electricity as part of an
650 groups tell congress: leave dirty power out of clean electricity
standard
The space race – rockets, satellites, record-breaking cosmonauts – was a
way for Soviet artists to adopt avant-garde ideas under the cloak of
propaganda. It stands outside the gates of the Exhibition
how the space race changed soviet art
Boris Johnson has warned that the highly infectious coronavirus variant first
detected in India is of "increasing concern" in the UK after isolated
outbreaks have been detected across the country.
coronavirus latest news: indian variant of 'increasing concern' in uk,
boris johnson warns
Result: a deep-seated national culture of blame and hatred. CRT sees race
as the pre-eminent prism through which all things are considered; history,
economics, sociology, science, virtually all
column: critical race theory engages nation in a divisive debate
Progressive politics based on an honest assessment of the multiple crises of
today can only succeed if it includes all sectors of society.
the politics of recognition vs. redistribution
A cohort of UK corporate green groups have formally banded together to
launch the UK Business Group Alliance for Net Zero (BGA), in a bid to raise
climate action in the build-up to COP26 and to ensure
uk green groups form new business alliance to spur corporate race
to net-zero
You can't not see the planes. Beta Technologies' two prized prototypes take
up the center of its bustling headquarters inside a hangar at Burlington
flight path: btv’s beta technologies is on the cusp of a breakthrough

for electric aviation
Drax Group has joined the Race to Zero, committing the company to
science-based targets to fight the climate crisis.
drax joins race to zero campaign
Taking on hate crimes is one of the top priorities of the newly appointed
Attorney General, especially now with increasing numbers of attacks
against the AAPI co
new ag launches racial justice bureau as he brings together elected
leaders against hate crimes
Following recent criticism of net zero targets, the UN-backed campaign
tightens its standards and notes that 'the concept of net zero is complex and
the science and best practices are developing fast'
race to zero strengthens and clarifies minimum net zero criteria for
members
Cast an eye over the candidates hoping to succeed Angela Merkel as
German Chancellor, and one of the phrases most often used by political
pundits describing the Green party's nominee Annalena Baerbock
meet annalena baerbock, the trampolinist giving germany's green
party a bounce in the race to succeed angela merkel
U.S. Sen. Rand Paul said Tuesday he is running for a third term and, with
his declaration, instantly launched himself into one of the most complicated
and contentious issues in American politics: race
rand paul says he’s running again for us senate and wades into the
issue of race
The podcast – hosted by UNT System Chief Communications Officer Paul
Corliss and DMN Deputy Editorial Page Editor Rudy Bush – dives into local
news and issues through wide-ranging discussion with the
university of north texas system partners with the dallas morning
news to launch new podcast
Cast an eye over the candidates hoping to succeed Angela Merkel as
German Chancellor, and one of the phrases most often used by political
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pundits describing the Green party's nominee Annalena Baerbock
annalena baerbock: trampolinist gives germany's greens a bounce in
race to succeed merkel
Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine partner BioNTech has announced it will build a
huge new mRNA vaccine plant in Singapore, while Novavax, which is
making 51 million doses for Australia, has again delayed
singapore wins mrna vaccine plant race as fresh dose delay threatens
australian rollout
A number of the UK's leading green business groups will today announce
the official launch of a new coalition designed to help accelerate the
transition to a net zero emission economy. The (BGA)
new uk business group alliance for net zero formed in bid to
accelerate 'race to zero'
China has established a new state-owned satellite company that looks set to
drive its national LEO broadband efforts.
china joins the global leo satellite race
People of colour in the U.S are disproportionately exposed to particulate
matter (PM2.5) pollution, according to a new study
pm2.5 disproportionately affects people of colour
The Metropolitan Opera reached a tentative agreement Tuesday on a fouryear contract with the American Guild of Musical Artists, one of three major
labor deals needed for the New
met opera strikes deal with chorus ahead of restart
The LSE-Lancet Commission sets out a long-term vision for the NHS which
re-lays the foundation for a better, fairer health and care service.
once-in-a-generation opportunity to strengthen the nhs and invest in
the health and care of the uk’s population
S.C., the Republican response to President Joe Biden s address to Congress
as provided by the office of the Senate minority leader:

text of sen. tim scott's gop response to biden speech
Biden response to Covid and various issues - with the exception of the
border - have boosted his ratings above Trump's
joe biden at 100 days: covid shots and economic revival help him top
donald trump’s ratings
Can incumbent mayor Sadiq Khan see off challenges from Tory opponent
Shaun Bailey, the Green Party’s Sian Berry or perhaps comedy candidates
Count Binface or YouTube star Niko Omilana?
london mayoral election 2021: who are the candidates in the race to
become london mayor?
Before the 17th century, people did not think of themselves as belonging to
something called the white race. But once the idea was invented, it quickly
began to reshape the modern world
the invention of whiteness: the long history of a dangerous idea
The official opening, performed by the Rt Hon Kwasi Kwarteng MP,
Secretary of State for the Department of Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy, of its state of the art Battery Technology Centre
jm announces new net zero targets as it opens new state-of-the-art
battery technology centre in oxford
John Kavanagh, a Republican member of the Arizona House of
Representatives, insisted that his antidemocratic position on voting rights
was about election security.
a short history of the long conservative assault on black voting
power
For every George Floyd there are countless other killings that receive
minimal publicity, writes Andrew Buncombe in Minneapolis
what will happen to the george floyd memorial – and all the others of
black men killed by minneapolis police?
Related environmental news tagged with the keywords 'aldersgate group',
'climate change', 'cop26', 'green recovery', 'leaders', 'net-zero', 'sciencebased targets', 'zero-carbon'
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after Thursday’s elections
news related to 'uk green groups form new business alliance to spur
corporate race to net-zero'
That means, with the state guaranteeing the value of the money, it offers
both the monetary stability of physical cash and the convenience and
security of crypto. Or, put simply, it is a digital
the race to replace cash with crypto is hotting up
White House correspondents often describe Joe Biden’s first 100 days
through the lens of policy — Covid-19 relief, immigration, voting rights,
racial justice. That in and of itself is a change from
covering joe biden’s first 100 days: correspondents talk of less leaky,
more disciplined white house
White House correspondents often describe Joe Biden’s first 100 days
through the lens of policy — Covid-19 relief, immigration, voting rights,
racial justice. That in and of itself is a change from

elections 2021: labour’s andy burnham wins in greater manchester
mayoral race as party holds welsh parliament – live
Sadiq Khan has won a second term as Mayor of London but with a reduced
victory margin reduced, as the Tories declared London is no longer a
Labour stronghold.
election results 2021: sadiq khan wins second term as mayor of
london, with reduced majority
The Mayor of Bristol is the most powerful person in local government, with
a budget of nearly £400 million to spend on local issues. Issues the mayor
has authority over include setting the cost of
mayor of bristol election: meet the candidates
When Secretary of State Antony Blinken and National Security Advisor Jake
Sullivan sat down with Chinese officials in Anchorage, Alaska for the first
high-level bilateral summit of the new

joe biden’s first 100 days: correspondents on covering a white house
of more discipline, fewer leaks
All the latest news and results as counts continue in England and Scotland
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